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Summary

Shale resource plays are associated with low 
permeability, and hence hydraulic fracturing is 
required for their stimulation and production. 
Even though considerable nonuniqueness exists in 
identifying favorable zones for hydraulic fracturing, 
geophysicists seem to be avid followers of Rickman 
et al.’s (2008), brittleness criteria of low Poisson’s 
ratio and high Young’s modulus, proposed a decade 
ago. In this study, we highlight the challenges in 
following such a criterion, and propose a new 
attribute that makes use of strain energy density 
and fracture toughness. While the former controls 
fracture initiation, the propagation of fractures 
is governed by the latter. As hydraulic fracturing 
comprises both these properties, we firmly believe 
that the new proposed attribute could be used to 
highlight the favorable intervals for fracturing. Core 
data, well-log curves along with mud-logs have been 
used to authenticate the proposed attribute. Finally, 
we implement it on the seismic data and observe 
encouraging results.

Introduction

Hydraulic fracturing is essential for enhancing the 
production from shale resource plays with low 
permeability. Since brittle rocks fracture much 
better than ductile rocks, identification of pockets 
in organic shale formations that exhibit higher 
brittleness has become the focus of our industry 
nowadays. To quantify brittleness, different 
methods have evolved over time, that are based 
on (a) the mechanical properties of rocks, (b) their 
composition, and (c) the use of elastic parameters 
characterizing those rocks. The methods in the first 
two categories make measurements or carry-out 
analysis on rock samples and use that information 
to compute brittleness measures. Methods under 
category (c) can determine elastic parameters from 
seismic data and after appropriate corrections 
compute a brittleness measure.  As these methods 

can yield spatial distribution of brittleness from 3D 
seismic data, they are found to be attractive and are 
usually followed.

By making ultrasonic measurements in the laboratory 
on rock samples from the Barnett Shale and deriving 
the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, Rickman 
et al. (2008) used the average of the normalized 
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio and proposed 
the following empirical equation for evaluating the 
brittleness index (BI) of a rock formation.

(1)
where E is the Young’s modulus and ν is the 
Poisson’s ratio. Emin, Emax and νmin, νmax are the 
minimum and maximum values of Young’s modulus 
and Poisson’s ratio, respectively.  In the above 
definition, the criterion of low v and high E is 
followed for identifying the brittle zones.  While 
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Figure 1: (a) Crossplot between Poisson’s ratio and 
Young’s modulus for well log data shown in (b) from the 
Montney area in British Columbia, Canada. A positive 
correlation is seen between the two parameters, contrary 
to the Rickman et al.(2008)’s criterion, which leads to 
an almost constant linear well brittleness index curve  
seen in (b). 
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the former reflects the ability of a rock to fail under 
stress, the latter helps a fracture remain open. This 
criterion has been used quite often for stimulating 
shale reservoirs where a negative correlation between 
E and v exists. In a scenario, when positive correlation 
between these two properties holds true, it is 
challenging to select the intervals corresponding to 
low v and high E. We cite here an example from the 
Montney area in British Columbia, Canada, with 
a crossplot of E and v computed from well data as 
shown in Figure 1. Notice the positive correlation 
between these two parameters. When these two 
attributes are combined as per equation (1), the 
computed BI does not show much variation as seen 
in Figure 1b (right track). Based on this BI, it is not 
possible to differentiate between Upper and Lower 
Montney, considering their fracturing characteristics. 
However, it is well known that Upper Montney is 
more favorable for fracturing (Sharma and Chopra, 
2016). Thus, a positive relationship of E with v that 
exists for different shale resource plays (Miskimins et. 
Al., 2012; Zhang and Bentley, 2005; Chopra and 
Sharma, 2017), makes it difficult for geoscientists 
to locate favorable drilling zones. Additionally, 
Rickman et al.’s (2008) proposal received 
opposition from engineers and geomechanists, as 
they were critical of the very basis of the definition 
of brittleness used, which they thought was being 
confused with better fracability. The correlation of 
high E with brittleness gets its main opposition from 
the geomechanics and engineering domains due to 
a few concerns that we discuss next.

Brittleness determination in geomechanics

As per geomechanics, when a rock sample of a 
brittle material is loaded, it can fail in a catastrophic 
way and has a relatively short plastic deformation 
in comparison with ductile material. Associating 
high E with brittleness may not always be true as 
can be understood by considering three different 
scenarios depicted in Figure 2. Further, it is 
commonly known that rocks deform in a brittle 
manner at low confining stresses and become 
ductile beyond a certain level. This conclusion has 
been confirmed by the experimental works done 
by different researchers. Lutz et al. (2010) and 
Yagiz (2009) studied the impact of confinement of 
rock brittleness and obtained results as shown in  
Figure 3a and b. They found that the failure behavior 
of a material is indeed strongly dependent on the 
magnitude of confinement. As per the interpretation 
of their experimental works, it is obvious that more 
brittle rock failure occurs at lower confinement 
pressures and vice-versa. It is interesting to observe 
that while the higher confinement leads to a ductile 
failure, it is associated with high E. Knowing that 
BI combines both E and v, now it is vital to analyze 
the effect of confinement pressure on the latter.  By 
using experimental data from Haynesville Shale 
in Louisiana, US and Longmaxi Shale in southern 
Sichuan Basin, China, Hu et al. (2015) studied 
the variation of E and v with confining pressure.  
They concluded that E increases linearly with 
confining pressure (as expected) for both shales  
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Figure 3: Axial stress difference plotted as a function of strain measurements 
from (a) four, and (b) six different triaxial tests.

Figure 2: Brittle versus ductile 
behavior of rock samples as 
seen on a stress-strain graph, 
which is independent of 
Young’s modulus. 
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(Figure 4a and b).  However, no obvious relationship 
between Poisson’s ratio and confining pressure 
was found as shown therein. Thus, the increasing 
confinement pressure leads to the higher values of 
BI. Similar observations were made by Holt et al. 
(2011), where the authors first define brittleness in 
terms of elastic and plastic deformation as shown 
in Figure 5a. They also compute BI proposed by 
Rickman et al., and crossplot both the brittleness 
indices with the confining pressure as shown in 
Figure 5b and c to quantify their relationships. 
Notice, while the BIRickman is seen to be increasing 

with increasing confining stress, the BI proposed by 
Holt et al. (2011), exhibits a negative correlation 
with confining stress which is expected. Such a 
discussion points to an important flaw in brittleness 
computation via Rickman et al.’s (2008) approach 
in that it ignores the confining stress that the rocks 
are under at all times, and hence ignores the true 
mechanism of hydraulic fracturing. Therefore, it is 
advisable to revisit the hydraulic fracturing process.

Strain energy density (SED)

Let us turn to the basics of hydraulic fracturing of 
rocks which entails the initiation of fractures and 
their propagation. To initiate a fracture, priority 
should be given to a material which absorbs less 
energy before it gets fractured. Once the fracture 
is initiated, the stress state within the rock gets 
disturbed due to stress concentration at the crack 
tip. A rock can withstand fracture tip stresses up to 
a critical value, which is referred to as the critical 
stress intensity factor; this ability of a rock to resist 

fracturing and propagation of preexisting fractures 
is known as fracture toughness. Rocks with low 
fracture toughness promote fracture propagation. 
Thus, the amount of energy that a formation 
consumes in the fracture initiation process as well 
as its propagation must be considered in identifying 
the favorable zones to be fractured. This said, now 
the main challenge is how to estimate them in the  
geophysical domain.

Technical Article continued from page 12.
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Figure 5: (a) A generic crossplot between measured stress and strain depicting how the brittleness index may be estimated. 
Crossplot between (b) effective confining stress at failure from triaxial tests on three different shale samples from the North Sea 
and brittleness index computed using equation 2. (c) effective confining stress based on ultrasonic measurements during hydrostatic 
loading of a shale sample from the North Sea and brittleness index computed using equation 1. (After Holt et al., 2011)

Figure 4: Crossplot between 
confining pressure and Young’s 
modulus ( red) as wel l  as 
Poisson’s ratio (green) for (a) 
Haynesville shale samples, and 
(b) Longmaxi shale samples.  
(After Hu et al., 2015).
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When a subsurface rock is being acted upon by fluid 
injection during hydraulic fracturing, the fluid does 
work on the rock.  This work is stored in the rock 
in the form of elastic strain energy and comprises 
components that cause volume changes as well 
as distortion by way of angular change. While 
the normal strains cause a change in volume, the 
distortion is caused by shear strain. The elastic strain 
energy per unit volume of the rock is referred to as 
strain energy density (SED) and for a cube of rock 
is given as 

(2)

Due to the tensile fracture (no shear stress) mode 
being prevalent in hydraulic fracturing, the last 
term on the right-hand side can be ignored, and 
the resulting equation shows the importance of 
principal stresses in identifying the favorable zone 
for fracturing. As their subsurface measurement is 
an arduous task, equation (2) can be simplified for 
hydrostatic condition and used for computation of 
SED, which is a measure of the energy absorbed by 
the formation and is related to the area under the 
stress-strain curve.

Fracture toughness (FT)

FT can be determined in different ways, both 
direct and indirect.  The direct way is to make 
measurements on rock samples, which is more 
difficult and more complex than other tests of rock 
mechanical properties. Therefore, a correlation of 
FT with Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, tensile 

s t rength and compress ive 
strength have been derived 
from experimental data of 
different types of rocks (Barry 
et al., 1992). Sierra et al. 
(2010) published experimental 
data showing the relationship 
between FT and tensile strength, 
compressive strength, Young’s 
modulus and Poisson’s ratio for 
Woodford shale. 

That rocks resist the propagation 
of preexisting cracks being 

common knowledge, a minimum pressure is required 
to overcome this resistance and make a fracture 
grow. Thus, the minimum pressure required to grow 
the fracture can be correlated with FT, as the higher 
the FT, the higher the required minimum pressure will 
be. If somehow this pressure is estimated, it can be 
used as a proxy for FT. There are two different ways 
FT could be estimated in the geophysical domain. 
One way is to use its relationship with P-wave 
velocity and Young’s modulus, and then take their 
RMS average. The second way is to estimate the 
minimum pressure required for fracture propagation. 
Based on the theory proposed by Griffith (1920, 
1924) to explain the rupture of brittle, elastic 
materials, Sack (1946) predicted the minimum 
pressure (critical) necessary to extend a fracture in 
a rock for hydraulic fracturing, considering penny 
shaped cracks as

(3)

where α is the specific surface energy of the rock, 
and C is the crack length. A relevant assumption 
about the crack length simplifies equation (3) and 
allow us to compute the minimum pressure using 
well-log data or seismic data. 

Synthesis of a new attribute

Now that we have described both FT and the 
SED, which is a measure of the energy absorbed 
by the formation before fracturing, we frame up 
a new attribute for which we have coined the 
term hydraulic fracturing coefficient (HFC). We 
compute it as the average of the normalized strain 

Figure 6: Crossplots between (a) BI (Rickman) and compressive strength, (b) HFC and 
compressive strength. (Data from Hu et al., 2015).
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energy density (SEDnorm) and normalized fracture 
toughness (FTnorm) and written as 

Authentication: To validate the proposed attribute 
we make use of the experimental data published 
by Hu et al. (2015) where test results (Table 
3.2) were given in terms of Young’s modulus, 
Poisson’s ratio, confining pressure, compressive 
strength, peak strain and residual strain for data 
samples from Haynesville Shale, Eagle Ford 
Shale, Barnett Shale and Longmaxi Shale. Given 
these parameters, it is easy to compute BIRickman 
and HFC. To authenticate their applicability for 
highlighting favorable zones for fracturing, we 
crossplot them with the compressive strength (CS) 
as shown in Figure 6a and b. As a material with 
higher strength is not easy to fracture, an inverse 
linear relationship between strength and an 
indicator of fracability is anticipated. Notice that 
BIRickman shows an increasing trend with increasing 
CS which is not expected and hence cannot be 
treated as an indicator of fracability. HFC on 
the other hand exhibits a decreasing trend with 
increasing CS.  Thus, it can be concluded that the 
proposed attribute better accounts for the impact 
of strength on the fracability analysis. Again, using 
the experimental data from Hu et al. (2015) (Table 
3.1) as well as the available XRD data, we went 
ahead and computed BImineral and BIRickman. To check 
how relevant these attributes are, we crossplotted 
them with compressive strength as shown in  
Figure 7. Notice, both BImineral and BIRickman show 
an increasing trend with CS, whereas HFC shows a 

decreasing trend. The inverse linear-trend between 
HFC and compressive strength of the rock samples 
from different shale plays lends confidence that it is 
indeed more relevant and appropriate for hydraulic 
fracture analysis.

Application to real data: To implement the proposed 
attribute we picked up the dipole sonic and density 
log curves for a well from the Delaware Basin, 
where the zone of interest is from the Bone Spring 
Formation to the Mississippian Formation. First, we 
compute E and ν using well-log curves and crossplot 
them as shown in Figure 8. While the shallow 
interval from Bone Spring to Wolfcamp exhibits a 
positive trend (blue), a mixed trend is noticed over 
an interval from Wolfcamp to Mississippian (red 

Technical Article continued from page 14.

Figure 7: Crossplots between compressive strength and (a) BImineral, (b) BIRickman, and (c) hydraulic fracturing coefficient (HFC). 
Notice that both brittleness indices in (a) and (b) show an increasing trend, but HFC shows a decreasing trend in (c), which is as per 
our expectation.  

Figure 8: (a) Crossplot between Young’s modulus and 
Poisson’s ratio for well log data from Delaware Basin. 
Different trends seen on this crossplot make it challenging to 
identify the fracturing zones in our zones of interest. While a 
positive correlation is seen for the shallow interval, a mixed 
type of correlation is noticed for the deeper zone as shown 
in (b), where the back projection of cluster points within 
different colored polygons on to the well curves is shown. 

Technical Article continued on page 16.
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and cyan). It is challenging to identify the favorable 
zones that could to be fractured by following 
Rickman et al.’s (2008) criteria. 

To overcome this problem, we compute SED and FT 
using well-log data and crossplot them as shown 
in Figure 9. The cluster points exhibit a nonlinear 
trend, which is analogous to the one typically seen 
on P-impedance versus VP/VS crossplots. Clusters 
of data points with different combinations of SED 
and FT have been enclosed in colored ellipses  
(Figure 9a), and back-projected on well log curves 
shown in Figure 9b. We notice that the shallow 
interval from Bone Spring to Wolfcamp exhibits 
high FT and low SED, and the deeper interval 
for Barnett Shale is associated with an opposite 

combination. Low SED and high FT values imply that 
the interval is amenable to fracture initiation but not 
to propagation. 

We bring in the available mud log information to 
understand these results. Low SED or less energy for 
initiation is supported by lower compressive strength 
expected in shallower intervals. Higher FT or more 
resistance to fracture propagation in this shallow 
interval is due to the higher percentage of limestone 
in this interval (as seen on the mud log strip  
shown in 9b).

Similarly, low FT and high SED observed for the 
deeper interval would absorb more energy before 
getting fractured, as its strength has increased  
with depth.

The mud log strip indicates the presence of clay-
rich shale in this interval and hence lower resistance 
to fracture propagation.  Both these intervals are 
not recommended for fracturing in the context of 
our broad zone of interest, as lower values of HFC 
are seen on the curve plotted alongside the other 
two in Figure 9b.  Higher values of HFC, which 
come from an optimal combination of FT and SED 
are observed for an interval within the Wolfcamp 
(greenish ellipse on crossplot), which is essentially 
a limy shale (mud log strip). What we conclude from 
this is that a small proportion of limestone within the 
shale offers a suitable condition for fracture initiation 
and propagation.  Needless to mention, this interval 
has been heavily stimulated for production. With 
this convincing observation we went ahead and 
implemented its application on seismic data. 

Figure 10 shows the HFC section along an arbitrary 
line passing through different wells. Hot colors 
represent higher values of HFC. Gamma ray curves 
have been overlaid on the section in black. It is 
noticed that the fracability in Bone Spring interval 
decreases from left to right side of the line. This 
observation matches very well with the equivalent 
facies section generated with the application of a 
Bayesian approach based on the neutron-porosity 
and density-porosity attributes derived seismically, 
which showed an abundance of carbonate content 
on the eastern side. Further, on examining the 
other individual formations, i.e. the Wolfcamp and 
Barnett intervals, it is evident that while the eastern 
side of individual formations offer better conditions 
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Figure 10: An arbitrary line passing through different wells 
extracted from the HFC volume.  GR curves have been 
overlaid on the section. Within the Bone Spring, as we 
glance from left to right, we see the lowering of fracability, 
which is possible due to the higher presence of carbonate  
content there.

Figure 9: (a) Crossplot between SED and FT for well data 
within the Bone Spring and Mississippian geologic markers. 
Different clusters of data points corresponding to different 
combinations of SED and FT have been picked and back-
projected back on to the well log curves as shown in (b). 
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to hydraulic fracturing (magenta ellipses), poor 
conditions are noticed on the western side of the 
line (brown ellipses). This observation is justifiable 
in view of the impact of confining pressure on 
the fracturing conditions.  As confining pressure 
increases with depth it is anticipated to be higher 
in the western side as it is deeper than eastern 
side. The lower values of HFC within the Wolfcamp 
interval (grey block arrow to the right) matches 
with carbonate stringer, which is convincing as the 
carbonate stringer is expected to act like a fracture 
barrier at this depth. The matching of interpretation 
carried on the results obtained by following different 
approaches lends the confidence in the applicability 
of HFC on seismic data.

Conclusions

The different methods of brittleness determination 
being used in the industry, while applicable to 
certain subsurface rock formations, are not suitable 

for others. We pointed out the shortcomings of 
some of these methods, and then went on to 
describe a new attribute we call HFC, that makes 
use of fracture toughness and strain energy density 
and could be used alternatively. We authenticate 
the proposed attribute with the help of core data, 
demonstrate its application to the available data 
in the Delaware Basin, and exhibit how it provides 
convincing interpretation on well data and mud-
log data. Finally, we implement it on seismic 
data and observe encouraging results.  More 
applications of this attribute will be discussed in the  
formal presentation.
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